CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

After analyzing the types of code mixing were used in Black in News program on ANTV applied by the presenters, the conclusion are as follows:

1. The three types of code mixing were found in three edition of Black in News at February 2014. The types of code mixing are insertion, alternation, and congruent lexicalization.

2. The most dominant type of code mixing was used in Black in News program was insertion type. There are 97 numbers from 281 numbers as insertion type (34.52%). It is meant in a sentence uttered, often presenters slipped a word or phrase that is derived from other languages.

3. From the analysis has been done by the researcher, it can be deduced about the reason for the speaker/presenter used code mixing in their speech and that is the main reason the program used bilingual language subsequently affects in social community use bilingual language. These situations are closer with daily conversation and their habitual communication as well as making their own style which is modern and educated. They used code mixing because of prestige.
B. Suggestion

Based on the conclusion above, the researcher would like to propose some suggestions as follows:

1. For those who want to conduct code mixing study as the tool of their research, they must understand and learn more about this study. They can use the different object of the research such as from advertisement, movie, print media such as magazines, tabloids or newspapers, literary work like novels or short stories.

2. It is suggested that the speakers should be concerned about the use of code mixing which is used in presenting their utterance so that although the study used a mixed language, but the purpose is still understood by the viewers.

3. The finding of this research can be used as a reference to give better understanding for the future researcher, provide additional information and comparison of references that might be relevant to the study.